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Today
● No music videos
● (almost) no colors
● (almost) no apocalyptic predictions on how blockchains can save the world  (or 

not)

Instead:
Problems of an economist-turned-economic-sociologist in an interdisciplinary 
energy planning research group with a project team made up of a bunch of 
electrical engineers.

● Goal: After a period of theory and methodology shopping, put essential items 
in the shopping cart and check out.



But first…

Just a few colors and a very brief introduction to blockchains…



This “Blockchain”
thing

… could allow prosumers to trade 
electricity locally, without a central 
intermediary.

Finally, everybody can take part in 
the rapidly declining costs of 
electricity. 

But how?



What is a 
blockchain?





Smart Contracts

“The handshake 
seals the contract.
From the contract 

there’s no turning back.”
Depeche Mode: “Everything Counts” (1986)





From aggregation 
economy...

Tapscott & Tapscott: 
Blockchain Revolution (2016)

"Today's sharing economy is 
"a nice notion (...). But 
these businesses have little 
to do with sharing. In fact, 
they are successful precisely 
because they do not share –
they aggregate." 





... to a real 
sharing economy

Tapscott & Tapscott: 
Blockchain Revolution (2016)

"Imagine instead of the 
centralized company Airbnb, a 
distributed application –
call it blokchain Airbnb or 
bAirbnb – essentially a 
cooperative owned by its 
members."
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cryptokitties

kodak

kfc

The hype indicator:



But: 

How to do research on this fast-moving field of 
applying blockchain technology to the energy sector?



How do others study blockchains
(in energy)?
● Voshmgir in Strategic Change
● Danzi (submitted, IEE Smartgridcomm)
● Strüker et al.(submitted, HICSS)
● Davidson et. al (SSRN Working paper)
● Pinson et al. (working paper?)



How do others study (energy) market constitution?

● Karnøe
● Möllering
● Hvelplund
● Callon



Falling between (at least) two camps 

Economics / Sociology Phrase Book 
(Smith & Daniel,1990)



Three theory /methodology choice archetypes
● The (cliché) economist
● The (cliché) sociologist / STS scholar

Attempt at finding a “third way”:
● The “real” interdisciplinary Aalborg approach:



The (cliché) economist would choose:
● Theory: Transaction Cost Economics (Coase, Williamson)
● Methodology: Build a (mathematical) model 
● Conclusions: E.g. a decision tree (when to use, when not to use blockchain) 

or a socio-economic appraisal
● Policy recommendations: Yes, strong ones
● Publish in: A+ Information System Journals



The (cliché) sociologist / STS scholar would choose…

● Theory: Eclectic
● Methodology: Qualitative 
● Conclusions: Find out that the 

way things are is ”not good” -
but refrain from making 
conclusions or policy 
recommendations

● Publish in: ?



The not so obvious choice: an “Aalborg” 
interdisciplinary Aalborg approach
● Theory: Sociology of markets
● Methodology: “Phronetic social science”, Actor-

Network-Theory -- look for power structures
● Analysis: Describe what’s going on  - then use it, e.g. 

by relating back to the greater picture (e.g. modelling 
in Energy Plan)

● Conclusions & Policy recommendations: Yes
● Publish in: Energy Policy?



OF INTERDISCIPLINARITY

● Lack of understanding and recognition in 
“both camps”

OPEN QUESTIONS:



What writing style for ANT-like description? (the
literary / narrative turn)



How to write a monography in continental tradition?



How to manage the jump from objectivism
(„economics) to constructivism (ANT), and still make 
policy recommendations?



How to base policy conclusions on ANT/ in 
economic sociology?



Is Möllering article ”a good description is the analysis 
itself”?


